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Easily author bidirectional technical content and publish across mobile devices
Adobe FrameMaker (2015 release) is a complete solution for bidirectional technical content. Publish natively across
channels, mobile devices and formats and author with best-in-class XML/DITA support. Collaborate seamlessly with
experts, and manage content using integration with leading CMSs.
FrameMaker in action
Serve global markets by translating content into RTL languages, Arabic, Hebrew, and Farsi. You can also author and
publish in RTL languages, and include mixed bidirectional content in the same paragraph, document, book, or DITA
map.
Natively publish from FrameMaker across channels, mobile devices and formats, including
mobile apps. Provide relevant content faster with new content filters, and enhance the consumption experience with the
new HTML5 layout. Embed custom fonts in EPUB files, customize WebHelp skins, and include SVG graphics in HTML5
output.
Now author DITA content with DITA 1.3 support. Work faster with enhanced Structure view, inline MathML equations
and reduced EDD customization time. Empower your SMEs to work in the simplified form-like XML environment, without
knowing XML.
Collaborate efficiently with smoother import of Microsoft Word files and a built-in packager. Do more with tables. Work
productively with mini TOCs, visual indicators that identify conditions applied to various types of content, application of
conditional text at the book level, and an enhanced UI.
Find out why the industry experts are all excited about the latest release of FrameMaker.
"The majority of manuals we create are done in Adobe FrameMaker. For Arabic, Farsi, and complex script languages
like Thai we had to re-create the layout and book structure in InDesign ME. Now, with support in the new release of
Adobe FrameMaker for right-to-left languages, we have the opportunity to do all languages in one single application.
You can imagine how excited we are!"
-Bernd Meissner, President, Meissner Dokuteam
&#8220;The new slogan for Adobe FrameMaker should be 'It pays for itself!' I help organizations improve the reach of
their tech comm and reduce cost and effort, and FrameMaker makes big strides in both these areas. Adobe has
enhanced the (already great) Responsive HTML5 output, and now directly produces iOS and Android apps with no
additional software needed. The new release of FrameMaker now reduces the cost of localization by supporting RTL
languages. Combined with a customizable Microsoft Word import function, FrameMaker now reaches into entirely new
markets.''
-Matt Sullivan, Independent Certified Adobe Instructor
"Adobe FrameMaker added several new features, including output to EPUB 3, MSHelp, WebHelp, and Kindle formats,
to position the FrameMaker composition engine yet again, far ahead of the competition as the single most-capable,
feature-rich, mission-critical authoring tool for global corporations' automated publishing systems."
-Rick Davies, VP Product Development Strategy, Datazone
Excellent tools. Exceptional support.

&#8220;I am grateful for the Adobe FrameMaker Customer Support team's expertise in helping me pinpoint my
problem.''
-Johnny Hayes, Technical Writer, Electrolux
"Adobe FrameMaker Customer Support is friendly and highly knowledgeable. I've enjoyed the level and promptness of
the support every time. It's definitely the best support unit I have come across. Outstanding job!"
-Navin Mathew, Senior Technical Writer, Symphony Teleca Corp.
&#8220;I called Adobe FrameMaker Customer Support and my problem was taken care of immediately. I am impressed
with the ease of contacting the support team and with their level of responsiveness!''
-Gary Richardson, Senior Technical Writer, Fabric Technical Publications Group, Intel
Main specifications:

License
License quantity:
License type:

1 license(s)
Full

Features
Language version:
Software version:
Platform:

ENG
8
Unix

System requirements
Minimum hard disk space:
Minimum RAM:
Recommended RAM:

3000 MB
1024 MB
2048 MB

Software
Linux operating systems supported:

Y
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